
 

 

 

 

Order implemented at the Danar 

System 

Yet another star system received the benefit of law 

and order under the Chxor Empire.  The expansion 

signals the inevitable victory of the Chxor and our 

servant races.  Due to the victory at Danar, the 

Benevolence Council has promoted Fleet Commander 

Gunlar to Planetary Governor and allocated three 

genetic offspring. 

The victory at Danar proved the supremacy of Chxor 

battle tactics and strategy against the human Nova 

Roma Empire.  Fleet Commander Gunlar lost three 

cruisers and one dreadnought for the destruction of 

seven battleships, eight cruisers, and fifteen 

destroyers. 

Integrated use of pacification forces as well as 

demonstrations against military and civilian 

resistance allowed Fleet Commander Gunlar to capture 

the human infrastructure intact.  Once repurposed, 

the shipyards at Danar will allow the Chxor Empire to 

further expand   

Scientist Kaldar Reveals Pacifix 

Three 

After a decade of research, Senior Scientist Kaldar 

has revealed the new disorder control agent Pacifix 

Three.  Pacifix Three will reach all stability 

support units by the end of the work term.  Local 

planetary governors may employ Pacifix Three against 

any sources of disorder or unlawful actions as 

necessary to preserve order and law. 
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Pacifix Three has no known side effects on any Chxor, 

and receives the highest efficiency ratings of any 

gas agents for use on humans.  Extensive testing has 

shown universal effect through inhalation and skin 

contact.  Onset of effects ranges from five to 

fifteen seconds and terminal stage requires less than 

sixty seconds.  Pacifix Three also has shown high 

efficiency on Wrethe and Ghornath populations.  The 

recommended doses typically yield a 75% mortality 

rate in Ghornath and 60% in Wrethe.   

For his efforts Senior Scientist Kaldor has received 

a promotion and will be allocated two genetic 

offspring. 

Saragossa Welcomes Chxor 

Emissaries 

The humans of Saragossa, alone of the human race, has 

welcomed their Chxor overlords on arrival.  In 

return, the Beneficiary Council has authorized 

limited food shipments to the planet.  This logical 

act of support comes despite the actions of a 

minority terrorist faction that unlawfully opposes 

the annexation by the Chxor. 

Full integration into the Empire will require the 

humans of the Saragossa colony to undergo a rigorous 

screening process.  This will ensure that the humans 

are disease free, loyal to the Empire, and free of 

emotional reactions and displays. 

As a show of good faith, the Benevolence Council has 

appointed a Chxor governor and dispatched a contigent 

of Chxor colonists who will oversee the 

reconstruction on Saragossa 

 

Report violations of order and regulations immediately. 

Call 658341234 


